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H. P. Blankenship, Paator
Church School
10 auk
Morning Worship
11 am,
MYE
615 pre,
Evening Worship
7:00 e to,
-.10:40 Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study
7:00
Wednesday
7•00 PA
p. m•
) p. m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
North 12th Street
Mass Nov. 1 at 7.30 a to. and
ircb
Nov. 8 at 10:00. Alternate each
Sunday as above,
Mass Holy Days
.00 a.m.
00 am.
Seventh Vey Advei,nst
:30 pm.
"Church in the Wildwoud"
:30 p.m.
Fifteenth and Sycamore
00 p.m.
V. A. Chllson, Pie,ter
Sabbath $ehool, Saturday _ liakiere
Morning Warship Saturday 1110
Church Tuesday Prayer Service. 7;30 p at
or
Visitors Welcome
10AL

North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
790
Presbyterian Chutah
a p.m.
"The Friendly sanurctr
:30 p.m.
Rev. Earl Phelps, Faator
Services Every Sunday
Morning Worship
lurch
11'00 are
Evening Worship
700 p.m,
We
Welcome
Everyone
ir
a.m.
1:00
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
-(10 am.
Jack Jones Pastor
th SunSunday School_
. 1900 ,
aterrang Worship
iday
11:00
Evening Worship
...TOO
'hurcb
_
11:00

or

ltle a.m.
1.00 an

REGISTER NOW!
for $1500.00 in Prizes to
be given away by
Murray Merchants

1'30
er Setp.r&

lethocllst

NO OBLIGATION

al

...— WE WILL GET IT
CAN'T BE HAD

STARTS
SUNDAY

OL

aDD•JEAN ARTHUR'VAN HEFLIN -GEORGE STEVENS'

1---beb.rv
mission

Adults
Children ..

54c

25c

TIMES TONIGHT
"Rocky" Lane in
K HILLS AMBUSH"

TV

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT
Starring

NE

ROD CAMERON
Ar!een Whelan
Forrest Tucker

,AY and MONDAY
!UNDER AND
A NATION'S
,EROUS DAYS!

Selected As Best ATI Round Kentucky Community Newspaper fat 1947

Largest
[
Circulition In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
-United Press

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The Department of Economic Security reported today that $18,054 was distributed among needy residents of
Calloway County during October.
The Department administers the
programs of 014 Age Assistance,
Aid to Dependent Children-. and"
Aid to the Needy Blind in Kenlucky through its Division of
Public Assistance.
Aaron Paul, director of the Pubb
Assistance Division, itemized
the total as $16.058 spent for *he
aged. $1,880 to families of dependent children; and $116 to the
needy blind.
Mt statewide total for all coteironies of aid was $3.176,096, the
director said, down slightly from
the $3,275.095 total in September.
The totals for the individual categories were: $1,942.200 for Old Age
Assistance as compared to $1.940.536 in September, $1.139,161 in
Aid to Dependent Children, a
slight drop from the $1,240,390
total the previour month; and $94.535 for Aid to the. lileedy Blind.
almost unchanged from the $94,
169 spent in September.
The average check for needy
Ha persons last month was I.34 93
Paul said. An average of $61 81
(..r each family was spent for de. endent children, while the aver.e needy blind recipient's check
.mounted to $36.90.

Forest Fire
Hazard LI Over
LOUISVILLE. Nov. 234? — The
forest fire hazard throughout most
of Kentucky was over today but
a soft, Sunday rain failed to break
the prolonged drought.
Officials relaxed special fire preforests.
and
cautions in parks
Louisville city parks werc reopened after having been closed a
week ago when several fires broke
out in one park.
1.47.
totaled
here
Rainfall
Other cities in the state reported
around an inch.
The extra moisture in the air
was of benefit to many farmers
who gtill have to get their tobacco stripped The burley tobacco markets in Kentucky open a
week from today

of
Harrl aXampsber, minister
music at Uri- church, was the director. Miss Lillian Walters was
Shirley
ihe organist 'and Miss
Joyce Chiles was the pianist.

— Casualty
Gatlin Building

Kentucky

k rata

Your Insurasie

‘ippliance Co.
Telephone 587
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Roane Is
Over $18 OG, :)0•-•,loydnoted
Distributed'
-E
Among Needy

The combined choirs of the First
nateist Church presented a service of music based upon Psalm
96 at the regular even service last
evening at the church.
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GOP DOUBTS RED RING • IN OPERATION

Choirs Present
Music Service

& HOLTON

L

Weather

KENTUCKY • Some cluudira-ss tonight and Tuesday.
Little change in temperature.
Low tonight 30 to 38.

Songs of praise and thanksgiving were sung by the four youth
choirs — Carillons, Carolers, Crusaders, and Cherubs. Special numbers were sung by the Sanctary..
Vesper, 'and Baptist Student Un• al choirs on the meditation of
he Psalm.
Following the sermon and the
benediction by the pastor, Dr C.
response,
li Chiles, the choral
"The Lord Bless You and Keep
by
You" by Lutkin, was sung
three adult choirs.
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WETHERBY PLEDGES SUPPORT

!Juvenile Drug
Addiction Off

e 4
SEVENTH
hi,
--Lloyd
S. ARMY
Roane,
25,
Lenelle, lives
at 250 .
A Rd., Madison,
Tenn., ve..
.ly promoted to
corporal wh
aterving in Baumholder, Germany. with the Seventh Army's 15th Evacuation Hospital.
Units of the Seventh Army form
a major part of the strong cordon
of NATO defense forces stretching across western Europe.
,Corporal Roane, son of Mrs. Earle Roane, Hazel. Ky. arrived overseas in January of this year
for duty as a dispensary clerk in
the hospital's Medical Detachment.
Before entering the Army in
January 1952, he attended Madi
son College and was a chemical
laboratory technician for the Du
Pont Co., old Hickory, Tenn.

By ROBERT E. LEE
United Press Staff C
pendent
WASHINGTON. Nov. 23. .1,?—
Narcotics Commissioner Harry J.
Anslinger said today drug addiction among teen-agers appears to
be declining but still far too widespread for complacency.
He called for stiffer state and
federal penalties against drug peddlers to help break up the rings
of racketeers preying on the nation's youth.,

Anslinger was called to testify
before a Senate judiciary subcommittee investigating juvenile delinquency. Other witnesses - scheduled
to testify today included Dr. Edward Greenwood, psychiatrist of
the famed Menninger Clinic at Topeka, Kans.; the Rev. Dillard
Brown. Washington Episcopal minister who has been active in fighting juvenile delinquency in the
capital; Dr. Walter Reckless, sociology professor at Ohio State
University; and Harry Broad, high
Lean W. Rule, machinist's made
rchool principal of Tulsa, Okla
third class, USN. son of Mr. and
Mrs. William R. Rule of Route 2
Talking to a reporter in advance
Kirksey, Ky.. and husband of of the public hearing. Ansainger
Mrs. Marilyn Rule, of Willow cited Detroit and New Orleans as
Grove, Pa., is aboard the attack examples of the dramatic progress
transport USS Sanborn, which was that can be achieved againel illic.t
seven
Amphibious use of narcotics in areas where
among the
Force Ships awarded a battle ef- there are strong state or local
ficiency plaque by Vice Admiral laws
F C. Fahrion, USN for outstandBy contrast, he said, states
past
ing achievement during the
which still have weak penalties for
year
drug peddlers—particularly in the
Admiral Fahrion the commander
West—have recently shown an inof the Vlantic Amphibious force
crease in narcotics traffic.
told the Fen of the ships inh cereHe said he also favors stiffenmonies. "This award symbolizes
ing the federal law which got •
pride in yoerselves as individuface lifting two years ago and now
als, pride in the Amphibious Force
provides 2. 5 and 10-year senand pride in the Navy."
tences for the first, second and
The awards are made at the end
subsequent offenses respectively.
of each fiscal year to ships considered outstanding in their class.
The federal government's top
Taken into consideration by the agent in the battle against drug
judges are performances in the addictiorsi also recorivrended•
fleet, individual exercises, inspec1 State laws that require comtion, results, engineering Performance, gunnery scores, and other pulsory hospitalization for narco..Ica user Some states — notably
factors
New Jersey. Texas and Kentucky
—already have such statutes

"No Reason T9 Get Excited"
Over "Possibility", Officials
By HERBERT FOSTER
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Nov. 23 ar —
officials
security
Government
expressed skepticism today about
a Senate investigator's statement
that two Red Spy rings may still
be operating in federal agncies.
They said there is "no reason to
get excited" about the possibility"
cited by Robert Morris, counsel of
the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, in a television interview Sunday night.
Morris said there is "reason to
believe" that the pattern of Communist infiltration, demonstrated
in the 1946 Harry Dexter White
case "still exists - He noted that
Elizabeth Bentley
has testified
there were four espionage networks active in Washington when
she broke with the Reds in 1945.
"So far as we know only two
have been exposed," Morris said.
"That is not saying there are still
two rings in government, but certainly there is a possibility two
are still in government."
•
Morris also said, without elabooration, that the'Senate investigators have collected evidence which
"very definitely" could lead to
prosecution of some persons on
espionage charge.

Leon W. Rule On
Ship Receiving
Battle Plaque

Gov. Lawrence Wetherby pledged his active support in the Future Farmer Camp
Fund Drive at the statewide kickoff meeting held at Hardinsburg on November 10th
Those attending the meeting from Calloway County were Dr. R. H. Woods, Buron
Jeffrey, Ray Brownfield, Bobbie R. Grogan, Milton Walston, Carmon Parks, Harvey
Ellis, C. W. Jones, Leroy Eldridge, James Outland, Dan Cain, Jimmy D. Foster, BilA spokesman said the Justice
ly Smith and Glen Ealcer,
Department would have 'no im-

Applications For
Hazel Postmaster
Are Extended

Items Asked
By Red Cross

— —
The Civil Service Commission
has extended the deadline to December 1 for accepting applicaEach Christmas the Calloway
tions in the examination for post- County Chapter. of the American
master at Hazel. Kentucky. The Red Cross joins with other Red
time limit was extended because Cross chapters in this area to
the number of applications receiv- send supplies to the patient: at
ed so far has not been sufficient Foet Campbell Military Hospital.
for
adequate
The hospital at Fort Campbell
competition, the
Commission announced today.
in filled to capacity and the maApplicants must have resided jority of the patients were in the
for one year in the community' Korean war. The local chapter has
that is served by the post office. been callcd on to supply a hit of
They must be able to handle sim- items to make Christmas hapoier
2 Approval of United Nations ple records of
accounts and be for the boys in the !hart Campbell
protocol aimed at reducing opium able to deal agreeably
with the Hospital Anyone wishing to doproduction in Turkey. Iran. India public. They will be
required to nate any of the following items
and Yugoslavia Anslinger said the pass a written test.
is urged to call Mrs. Mary Pace
Eighteen Murray State College redoction from 2,003 tons a year
Further information and appli- or bring thfm to the Red Cross
s*udents one junior and seventeen to about 500 would help dry up cation forms are available at the office in the Court Huse,
seniors, were selected this week the source of raw materials fcr postoffice. The forms must be reThe items are to be delivered
for inclusion in the 1953 edition heroin, biggest addictive drug for ceived by the U S. Civil Service by December 1
of "Who's Who In American Uni- juveniles and other users.
Commission, Washinaton 25, D.C.,
The list is as follows:
versities and Colleges"
10 Homemade cakes '(for monthAnslinger was guardedly opti- on or before Decembet 1, 1953.
stuof
each
sketch
biological
A
ly Birthday Party).
mistic about- the prevalence of
included
in
the
student will be
2 Fruit cakes.
drug addiction among juveniles.
NICE ACCIDENT
publication. Ea ch will also receive
36 Candy canes (Sc sise).
was armed with statistics
He
a certificate and is eligible for
5 Cartona cigarettes.
which show that some 4,000 juveNEW YORK RP — Professional
key symbolizing the award.
25 New comic books.
nile narcotics eases 'bole 60 ner stamp collector S. Kellogg Stryker
Murray State Stbdents selected cent involving marihuana reached
25 Packages chewing gum.
believes he may have stumbled
to appear on the 1953 edition of federal, state and local courts in onto A
25 Handkerchiefs.
philateliet's dream because
Allen,
Who's Who" are David
23 Pocket combs
1951 and only about 3.000 in 1952. of a gust of wind.
Henderson, Ky.; Ted Allen, Mi25 Novelty presents.
The breeze
accidently
blew
36 Boxes stationery (already
ami, Fla.; BAty Clymer, Mayfield,
some $1 stamps bearing Woodrow
presents)
Ky.; Jean Corn, Murray: Verna
Wilson's picture into a pan of wa- wrapped as Christmas
20 Boxes for mailing patient's
Croghan. Carmi, Ill.; Phyllis Harter The dampening disclosed that
used,
ris, Paducah, Ky.; Robert Gilt"
the stamps were printed on paper gifts (new or
5 Packages seals and tags for
Jeffrey Murray; Lacy Joiner. Jr
marked "LI S I.R" from the U. S.
Christmas presents.
Cadiz, Ky.; and Joan Kirkland, the
SAN DIIIGO. Salif — Scheduled Internal Revenue Bureau.
15 Christmas tree ornaments.
group's only junior, from OwensStryker has since discovered that
to arrive here Nov 18 from KoI large ornament for top of
boro. Ky.
Parker, rare series of the stamps were Christmas tree.
Billie
J.
are
duty
rean
Also chosen were Wayne LeasSt, printed on the revenue bureau's
Vine
USN,
of
500
fireman,
fireproof cotton.
I
er, from Salisbury, N C, Jean
aboard me radar paper and the 401 which he has
1 9 foot extension cord.
An- Murray, Ky
Malone. Starkville. Miss:
rounded
up
may
be
worth
as
much
Duncan.
and
USS
picket destroyer
5 Light bulbs for tree light..,
gelee Martin, Henderson • John
as $100,000.
(C-6 multiple light).
Oldham. Elkton, Ky; Martha Sue
Van W Childress. seaman, USN,
I String lights, large, indo)r,
Swayer, Hickory, Ky ; Dan Ship- son of Mr. and Mrs Ben H.
multiple size
ley, Murray, Ky ; Donald Shoier, Childress of Route
Dexter,
I.
8 Boxes icicles.
Hopkinsville, Ky: Tom Sublett, Aboard the the destroyed
USS
4 Boxes artificial snow.
•
Fulton. KY.: and Janice Wheeler. Brinkley Base.
1 Package silver tinsel rope.
also Fulton, Ky.
Visiting Hours: 10:30 - 11:30 AM.
wrapping
tissue.
Parkergift
4
The USS Bradford, Duncan and
230- 4730 P.M.
completed
Brinkley Bass have
700- 8;30 PM.
three tours of duty in Korean wa- Friday's complete record follows:
ters where they operated as part
Census
44
of the UN Blockade and Escort
Adult Beds
60
Force and fast carrier Task Force
Emergency Beds
16
77.
-Patients Admitted
Donald Rhea Tucker, son of Mr.
GUNTER AF13 Ala — Second
Patients Dismissed
10
and Mrs Hiram Tucker is resting
Lt James W Childress, USAFR of
New Citizens
2
well after breaking both ankle' et
Patients admitted from Thursday 1203 Poplar Street. was recently
ANSWER
New Mexico A&M College. Young
awarded a diploma from the US
Noon and Friday 5:00 P.M:
Tucker was attending A&M on a
Mrs. Mattie Piersall, 7 Birch Air Force Extension Court InLONDON 11P—The London Daily
basketball scholarship.
Mail had an answer today to an Road, Camp Height, Camp Camp- stitute for completing the Air
The breaking of his ankles will Indiana educator who suggested bell; Mr. William Dalton Lee, 406 Enlace Extension Course Institute
end his basketball career aeording there might be Communistic ten- No. 3rd, Murray; Mrs. William for completing the Aircraft Maindencies in the familiar tale of Brown. Rt. 1. Wickliffe; Miss Bar- tenance Officer Course
to his father
bara McGee, 406 Morgan St. Anna.
The FM offers course on Air
Robin Hood.
outstandplayed
Tucker
Young
The Daily Mail carried a car- 111; Mrs James Vance and baby force subjects to military personMurray
attending
ing ball while
toon showing an American school boy, 1202 Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. nel General courses are based upTraining School and had hoped teacher
Effie Rougegront and baby boy, on the resident curricula if the
telling her clogs'
college
to reach the peak of his
"But remember. lads — Robin Dover, Tenn ; Mrs Clarence New- Officer Candidate—Sehatal..and the
career this year
Hood was a pale pink compared ton, Rt. 1, Benton: Master I,arry Air War" College Special courses
are based on subjects taufght at
He recently underwent a serious with Lady Godiva- known in Brit- Wilson. Box 522, Rt. 5. Murray,
technical
5, resident
Air
Force
and painful operatiqn in his throat, ain as the Ana Pauker of the pro- Mrs. James Neal Paschall, Box
schools,
Gleason, Tennessee,
vinces."
but recovered well.

Murray Students
Make "Who's Who"

Billy Parker On
The West Coast

Rat-

Murray Hospital

I

Donald Rhea Tucker
Breaks Both Ankles

Lt. James Childress
Receives Diploma

Manhunt On For
Killer In Japan

mediate comment" on Morris' remarks.
Government

espionage

experts

recalled that Miss Bentley gave

these must have been the two additional rings of which Miss Bentley spoke.
Other developments in the continuing spy hunt set off by the
White case;
1. The Internal Security Subcommittee scheduled a public hearing
at 2 p.m. EST today, but no witnesses were announced in adaa
Veneer'
2. Sen. John Marshall Butler
(R-Md.), a member, said the Senate subccmmittee "undoubtedly"
will question former Secretary of
the Treasury John W. Snyder and
"probably" will seek testimony
from former Atty. Gen, Tom C.
Clark.
3. Chairman Harold H. Velde
(R-111.), said the House Un-American Activities Committee, which
tried in vain to subpena former
President Truman and Clark, may
ask former Secretary of State
Dean Acheson to testify about the
White case.
4. The Canadian cabinet studied
a new request from the Jenner
subcommittee for permission to
question Igor Gouzenko, the former code clerk of the Soviet embassy in Ottawa who broke a Russian atom spy ring in 1945.

Woman's Club
Makes Plans
For Christmas

names, dates and details of two
of the spy rings when she testified before congressional investigating committees in 1948, but
could tell little about the other
A hostess committee meeting
two except that she had been told
for the Murray Woman's Club
they existed.
December
Christmas
meet in g
Subsequent to her testimony, it which is composed of hostesses
was pointed out. the FBI has ex- from each of the six departmentt
posed two Comunist espionage of the club—Alpha. Delta, Garden,
operations in addition to those on Home. Music and Zeta—was held
which Miss Bentley gave details. with Mrs. Cleo G. Hester, comOne involved Judith Coplon, for- mittee chairman, in the registrar's
mer Justice Department clerk, office in the administration buildand Valentin Gubitchey. former ing at Murray State College.
The meeting was called by Mrs
Soviet attache at the United Nations. The other involved Kurt Hester to formulate in detail the
Ponger and Otto Verber Austrian- annual Christmas protrram which
born ex-GIs tonvicted last July' of is sponsored every year by the
aidihg .a spy ring that iocluded Woman's Club with the program
Yuri NOvikov, former Second sec- being arranged 'by the Musical:ie.
partment
retary of the Soviet embassy.
This year the program will be
Informants strongly implied that
prevented under the direction of
Prof. James B Dunn of Murray
State College. The meeting will ae
held Monday, December 7. at 8:30
p.m.
Committees to serve for the different
duties
were
appointed.
JEFFERSON CITY. Mo, Noy 23, Those to serve are as follows: Re4n--Carl Austin Hall and Bonnie freshments—Mrs. Cleo Henry. Ws,
Brown Heady enjoy neither privi- Noel Melugin, Wee Charles James,
lege nor oity as they wait in soli- Mrs. Linton Clanton, Dr. Floy Robtude to die together for the kid- bins and Miss Catherine Purdom;
nap-murder of Bobby Greenlease. house decoration—Mrs. C. C. Lowrf. Mrs. 0 B. Boone, Mrs. H. L.
Life went on pretty much as Oakley. Mrs Ed Settle. Mrs. Henusual at Missouri state prison Sun- ry Holton and Miss Beatrice Frye;
day. for instance It was Surday table decoration—Mrs J E. Litand inmates enjoyed special priv- tleton, Mrs Garnett Jones. Mrs.
ileges
Carnie Hendon, Mrs. P. A. Hart,
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes and Miss
They have "yard
privileges," Louise Lamb.
when. as Warden Ralph Eidson
Further details of the program
HOLLYWOOD, Nov 23, 1? — Put it, they "just mill around
and will be announced at a later date.
June Haver, her hair once again, chat with each other"
golden and stylishly cut, made her
first appearance inHollywood so"But the degenerate Hall and
cial life Sunday night Since leav- his alco"Kolic paramour, sharply reing a Kansas convent in Septem- fused be the government when
they asked permission tit marry
ber).
'
BOWL-ING GREEN, Nov. 23, RP
Miss Haver, who said she ,aban- before they die at 11.01 am EST
—Dr. Paul S. Garrett, president of
doned plans to become a nun at Dec 18. did not mill or chat
Western Kentucky State College.
Xavier
Convent
after
seven
In derlh row, monotonous rou- was "slightly improved." but still
months because of illness, arrived
at the Screen Producers Guild tine was uninterrupted by the gab- in serious condition today from a
Milestone Award banquet with her bath At 8 a m and 4:45 p.m food slight stroke suffered Friday.
was shoved in on stainlees steel
His physician. Dr W R. Mr.
agent and a department ,store
plates. Carl "Nall and
Bonnie Cormack. said
the 60-year-old
heir.
Heady get only rounded spoons president probably would he hosThe former high-salaried dancpitalized at least two weeks.
ing star wore a strapless white villh which to eat.
Dr. Garrett suffered the stroke
evening gown at the banquet honThey are "not very popular
oring film executive Darryl F. among other inmates," the,aavarden after a sudden rise in blood presZanuck for his contributions to said. Hall was paroled from Mis- sure It was the first time he had
suffered a stroke. The .4.17.Ur.? has
motion pictures.
souri • Atate
prison
only eight
She smiled as she danced with months ago and is "well remem- left his right arm partially paralyzed and his speech slightly irr•
the agent. Ned Marin, and meet- bered."
paired.
i ed old friends. including ShirIce
McCormack said today). "Dr.
He and Mrs. Heady eat food
Temple
The department store
heir was handsome Joe Campbell from the prison officers mess. Garrett is able to use his arm a
That's an additional preeautim little more now andahis speech is
of Santa Monica. Calif.
Miss Haver, a devout Catholic. that someone doesn't accomplish improved."
Dr. Garrett was chosen president
sayit)she intends to return to mo- prematurely what the government
will undertake in the gas chamber. of Western 'Sept. 1. 1937, succeedth-in pictures
So far. neither Hall nor Mrs. ing the late Dr. Henry H. Cherry,
It also was a reappearance for
Miss Temple, who retired from Heady has had a visitor in death the school's only other president.
Hollywood life two years ego for Tow, although they weuld be per-Dr Garrett is a former superintendent -of Versailles city schools,.
mated spiritual guidance
marriage and motherhood.
TOKYO, Nov. 23 (IS—Army officials said today that a mysterious assailant, object of Japan's
biggest postwar manhunt. killed 9year-old Susan • Rothchild by foreit a gag down her throate.
Spokesmen
said
an
autopsy
showed "numerout bruises and
scratches around the neck indicated no instrument for strangulation was used.
Col. Jacquard H. Rothchild of
Chicago, a chemical officer station near Tokyo. found his pretty daughter partly clothed and
face down in a three-foot deep'
drainage ditch two blocks from
their_ home Saturday night.
The autopsy report said there
was "no evidence of rape or attempted rape"
Susan was still alive when her
father found her and removed the
gage. He used artificial respiration until an ambulance arrived.
The girl was dead on arrival
Japanese police joined
angry
American soldiers in a widespread
hunt for the killer
Police said
an unknown slayer killed a Japanese girl in the same area, in the
Sagamihara distinct. in Septemternber.
The ditch where Susan was
found dying was ordered drained
for possible clues to the ide
of the killer.

Hail And Mrs.
Heady Await Death
In Missouri Prison

June Haver Makes
Social Appearance

Dr. Garrett
Slightly Improved
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

Name Pops Up
For Cracker
Manager

PUBLISHED BY LEDGER Ilk TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANE, Inc.
Censondation ef the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald October 20, 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January
I, 1942.
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sabered at tn...., past office, Murray, Kentucky, fii—L
r transnusslon as
Second Class Matter
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE VnITMER CO. 1368
Monroe. Memphis, Term., 250 Park Ave, New York; 307 N. Michigan
Ave, Chicago, 80 Bolyston St., Boston.

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per
month 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; elsewhere, $5.30.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
of our readers.
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By BILL FERGUSON
United Press Sports Writer
Earl Mann was
ATLANTA
opening applications for the job
of managing his Atlanta crackers
when out popped a name from the
roaring twerties.
"Sheriff" Dave Harris, a former
Washington outfielder .who carried_
one of the bigaest sticks of his
time, wants to get back inia
game and he wrote Mann that
he would like to manage the
Crackers.
t For the past 18 years Harris has
worked for the Atlanta Police
Force, but he finally made his
move "to get back in the tick of
It."

in Atlanta for the past 20 years.
Harris, who started in tile big
leagues In 1925 with the Boston
Braves, managed a lifetime batting average of .307 in 10 seasons.
His biggest years were 1030-33
as a pinchhitter and part-time Jutfielder for the Washington Senators. He batted .320 in 1920, 312
In 1931 and 327 in 193/ to win
fame as one of the games top
clutch-hitters.

HARRY DEXTER WHITE LINEUP
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The Linn Grove Chapter of
with
FH.A. met November 12,•
Jeanette Miller presiding in the
absence of the presiciene Patsy
for
McKenzie acted ,iis secretery

LOS ANGELES HAILS GREEK ROYALTY

of her work
the meeting as part
for a degree.
Mrs. Betty Riley gave a very interesting talk entitled 'What I
Expect of a Baby Sitter." Janice
a report on United
in
Miller ge
Nations Day.
During the business session Bob-
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SYDNEY, Austialia iln-Charles
Derwent was drowned the oystie
eating champion of New South
Wales today after gulping 312 Oy:ters in 30 minutes,-

Reg U.S. Pat. Off.
iseying a "hole was big enough to
By OSCAR FRALEY
I drive • truck through." moat
I coaches will tell you that's on unUnited Press Sparta Writer
NEW YORK 1.1n-The sporrz,writ. derstatement. Usually the hole is
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23. 1953
ing cliche- meaning .1 trite or big enough for two trucks.
hackneyed expression-is being as- I What I want to know is why
tor touchown responsibility have
sailed again today by the 'Mehl- I don't they hop on the guys in the
been running lower all this year
gentsia of the newspaper business financial department, for instance.
: as a result of the outlawing of
and I think it's about time some- I have here a financial page which
I offensive specialists."
body spoke up In defense of the says: "The stock market had a
Gerrett shot into the lead last
"You can get away from basepatchy appearance, oils remained
hackers.
; week by picking on a comparaIn that latter category, I qualify quiet and liquidation of burlap ball," said Harris, "but you can t
tively easy touch-San Jose State.
bot'h as a writer and a golfer. So contracts reflected easiness in Cal- get it out of your. blood. That's
He stayed in the game - long
why I want to get back in the
I am eligible to voice the opinion cutta."
enough to pitch three toucndown
game."
I think we win "in a romp:"
that the critics are-to re-coil
. passes, then retitled
It has been nearly 20 years
a non-sports cliche-sligntly sopBut the sharpshooting Staeford
_
since Harris picked up his last
.
ping.
star was equally effective against
ASTROLOGY
By STEVE SNIDE*
pinchhit homer for the WashingAnybody knows you ciao get too
lita5 Pr
UCLA and Southern California,
Iteslaur- ton Senators, but the big traffic
ROCHESTER, Ind.
much of anything. except. possiif 'teen top powers--- m -the1444•X•C
said
'NEW YORK IP-Bob Garret:.
John
owner
au
tn ssys he's been frelovrtrig the
bly. money. But I don't beliese
Illtanfordas forward passing wizard, His three touchdown passes lickfaith in astrology. game, right along.
that the lads in the sporting press he can put more
he
leads the nation in the race for ed UCLA. 21-20. and he passed tor
him
told
horoscope
A recent
"Attar I left Washington in '34,
boxes lard their stories us the
the title of college football's "Mr. three 'more in a losing catese
cash in the I played two years with Atlanta
whole too heavily with the thread- would soon receive
23.
against.
Si...them
snalifurniaa
Touchdown."
•
mail. This week he reoeoved
and titan put in nearly• thret_sea:
'
are phases.
Cameron, although s good padThis is a seldom publicized but
Ind., sons in Montreal Since then I've
My contention is that the sports letter from a Fort Wayne,
vital championship based on er,'has done mi.61 damage to Ins
cliches have become a part of woman saying she had been charg- been managing some sandlot team,
-touchdown
responsibilityn-total foes by running and only
American folk-talk and that Amer- ed five cents too little for a meal and doing some umpiring."
nus
leaders
the
emung
other
back
touchdown pasties and ;ouchHoover checked and found the
Harris thinks be could do • Simi
ican sports has a language all its
toucndowns
11
topped
of
lowns scored
his- total
se
woman had been charged correct- job with the Crackers, wha play
own.
Grate
Oklahornas
s
, Garrett. with 1 touchdown by rushing. That
in the class AA Southern AssociaSome of the title dandies under ly. He used her nickel to buy
rushing and 16 by pagsing. is the in third place with 12 by rushieg
attack are such phases as "goal three cent stamp and mailed back tion, and that he might be a goon
ttatieres leader in current NCAA and 2 by passing
gate attraction since he has lived
line stance" -thrilled crowd.- -in- two cents change.
Parker, injured last week. nas
atatistics but he s getting a ten-tlearn.- "stunning- coals.
ed
spii
n, flght from another Pacric accounted for 8 rushing Ana 6
ic
back," -victory-staryed,"• 'romped
taint great Paul Cameron. of passing, Arnie Stark equalled his
to victory.- "latnie-jarcing tackle:
LA Cameron. _leader most of output with 6 by rushing arid 8
ova a "hole big enough to drive a
die season:. is second with a total passing.
truck through."
f 11 touchdowns by rushing and
The other leaders: GatewOod
This fan I saw a favored Duke
.. g by passing.
2 passing. Falon -y 9 football team stopped In the 4Rated in order behhind Garnett 11 rusrang.
passing. Heath 4 rtisa- inch line by Army with one minand Cameron are Larry Grill:, of rushing..4
'
16 ute to play. It goal line :tend '
Oklahome 14. Jackie Parker nf Ina. 9 passing. Lalla 3 rushine.
doesn't tit there then. :44 many
Mississippi State 14. Pat Stark passing
Palen Garrett and 'Cameron wind people contend. I should, have
of Syracuse 14, Gene Gatevrood
XeC k- been a plumber, nor will I ever
of Drake 13. Bernie Faloney 'of up their seasons play this
•
Rose Bowl reciirds„..won't argue about that.
Maryland 13 Dick Heath of We:- end
statistics and
Peel weeks ago Yale went 53
tans 13 and Dick Lalla of Col- count in the final
Camernn faces the more-formid- yal(1, with 25 seconds to play to
gate 13
.
apera- beat Princeton. That, to _my mind,
-fritrker. in his best season at able foie While Garrett -kr
4-4-1, was a "stunning coneback" and
California
against
,year ago. wan ring
Mitaiss.ppi State a,
the 1958 tale with a total of 34- Cameron runs into ruere-cl Soule- it you don't believe that the lucky
ern California 6-1-1.
45.000 en hand was a -thrilled
16 by :marlin. and 8 palming.
had souse
never
One of them is likely to emerge ci waled- you
"It's almost certain nobody will
.,.
approach that record. said NCAA as $.he 1951 -Mr Touchdown" and tumps crawling out of a feather
n ' is f;
bed or a cold winter morning.
Stese E. in.
stansticia
-r
Purdue this fall lost its first firru
genies. Then it slippea a trucker
to Michigan State, which had I a
string of 28 games without defeat.
I can't doubt but what nurdue
was -victory-starved- as %veil as
conuolitee.
Ilarmarwrii tegti in g before Renate intersial security
"inspired.'
naming suarieeted ;plea
Then the buys upstairs contract
Before him Is correspondence from YBI
thet its corny to write "romped
nine performs
•
to victory." Just how could you
SHOW and at right are shown
in
better describe thet Navy-Princenamed as Communist apparatus figures
ton ernagement iii which the Midletters from FBI Director J F.dgpr Hnover
Vaughan as
dies won by ar -Score of 133.7' If
to Nei Brig. Gen Harry
it wasn't a rump, it sure was a
aide. The letters were sent in
White
.
victory. ,.
the mid-l9.10s at time Harry Dexter
teas
Another .scorned phase is -bonewas being investigated, and White
read
jarreng tackle." After practically
among those framed The letters were
committee
every game I go home with a sym
to the Senate internal security
General
pathetic ache for the back who
in Washington by U S. Attorney
gets caught with his interference
Herbert Brownell, Jr. Gobs (right). •
down, and is belted a good clean
known Soviet spy, is Identified as a reshot by a 230-pound tackle. Apparof information. Glasser. Coe, Silverceiver
ently the bone has to be broken
roaster, Perin Were government employes.
or. it doesn't count. And, as for
Ullman, Ttlagerald. Kaplan, Magdoff werr
(Per' nuitional)
,amed aa\active Reds.
Jacob Online

Bob Garrett I
Has Title Of
Mr.Touchdown

Tut
of
ven
pen
poi
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elected presibie Lee Kelso was
dent to replace Shirley Geuriii,
t'ho resigned.
Representatives from the- ChapFall
Distriut
ter attended the
F.H.A. meeting held at Fulton November 14. They were Marie Rogers. Roy Mae Hartsfield, - Betty
Kelso,
Armstrong. Bobbie
se
Patsy McKenzie, and the advisor,
Mrs. Martha Smith.

'I'm the Guy-5

Better
in aB
For
zBuyS
DIAMOND
Better Buy a

ee sake

SPECIAL
TURKEY
CAKi

from

FURCHES

Greg's Bake
Shop

113 ScAsth Fifth, Phone 193-J

ANTHONY PALAZZOtA, 26, is
shown under arrest in Tampa,
Fla., after walking into police.
headquarters and announcing,
"I'm the guy in the picture.
You're looking for me. I want
to give up and get it over
with." He carried a New York
newspaper bearing his photo
as a suspect in the kidnap-attack on a 13-year-old girl. Dorothea Del Longo, in New York.
His surrender ended a five-tiny
(international)
manhunt.

LOANS

KEYS KEEL

-eta,

Local Representative of the

COMMONWEALTH
Life Insurance Company
Home Office -

- Louisville

the
Invites his many friends to consult him about
savings
Commonwealth
many
the
advantage's of
plans, burial insurance, and other insurance programs to assure a sound financial future for themselves and their families.
There is no obligation when you chop in to see him
at his home at Sycamore Extd. and 15th Street or

call 1657-J.

Friendly Finance
506 West Main
Phone 1180 -

K. E. COX
Commonwealth Manager
Mayfield, Ky.

Box 8

MURRAY, KY.
OE

This week, it is especially
important for everyone to
express thanks for the
many blessings we enjoy
We are most thankful
and appreciative of our
customers who have returned to our store since
its new opening.

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY SPECIALS

59c

TURKEYS,Hens 10-12 lbs.
6-9 lb. hen 63c lb.; Toms 18-25 lbs. 49c lb;

Faces 40 Years

GREENLEASE KIDNAP TRIAL
-

Baking Hens, lb. ......

49c

Fryers, cut up tray pack, lb. 49c

Sausage, our own make, lb.

39c

Picnic Flams. 3-5 lbs, and up,
lb
.,
...
...:. 39c

Slab Bacon, lean 1-2 or whole
pound ..

..... ... ..53c
Ready To Eat 1-2 or Whole

Ground Beef,
S. inspected, 3
lbs. for ......
.... 51.00

HAMS,pound
Hominy, Big Brothers, No. 2 1-2
can ......

KING PAUL AND QUEEN FIEDIRIRA of Greece leave a reception at City
Hall in Los Angeles where they were welcomed enthusiastically. A
crowd of 3.500, many of them oaving Greek nags, cheered tha royal
(international)
couple in the United States on a viol-will visit

1Peaches,

Delmonte. No. 2 1-2
can ..
39c
....

15c

Apple Sauce, Big Brothers, No. 2
can
21c
Pumpkin, Stokley's No. 2 can 23c

59c

Peas, Early Variety, No, 2 can
2 for ..
Sugar,

.... ...... ....34c

Confectionary, 2 for . 25c

Oleo Margarine,quarters 2lbs.

37c

...AMMIROMI1111,19 Isk
,

BIG LAUNDRY SPECIAL
Wash, Dry And Fold -

Carl Austin Hall sits between

guards

In car after trial envision.

CLEANERS
LAUNDICY
South Side Court Square

Celery, Large Pascal

...19c

Can

22c

Sweet Potatoes, Porto Ricans,
r ound
Pecans, Grogan, paper shell
I lb. ..........
Coconuts, ....

Shortening Bakerite

ARTHUR H. SAMISH, wealthy
and influential lobtrylst once
called the "seiret boss of California," walks down hall from
federal court in San Francisco
after 'being foulTeguilty on all
eight cooks of • government
Indictment charging evasion of
payment of 571.878 In Income
Di es. He Is subject to $10,000
fine and five years in all, on
eacn

3 lb. can

1*

ECONOMY
SELF SERVICE CROCERY
Handcuffed and guarded, Bonnie Brown Heady Is led (foto cotirt.

L

Owned and Operated by
Rudolph Thurman & Lee ,Bearden

39c

10c 15c 20c

69c

PAYING 50c CASH FOR FRESH EGGS
PAYING 90c CASH FOR COUNTRY HAMS, 12 to 20 POUNDS

9 lbs. 79c
201k 1.39
BOONE

19c

Cranberry Sauce, Ocean Spray

BUNDLE
Wednesday - Thursday - Friday and
Saturday

Cash and Carry '
Fast Service! Individually Washed

Lettuce, solid heads

!r"
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part of.her work
the meeting as
for a degree.
Mrs. Betty Riley gave a very interesting talk entitled 'What
Expect of a Baby Sitter." Janice
Miller give a report on United
Nations Day.
b.
During the business session Bo
bit' Lee Kelso was elected president to replace Shirley Geurin,
ti.- ho resigned.
Representatives from the-Chapter attended the Fall District
F.H.A. meeting held at Fulton November 14. They were Marie Rog:
ers. Roy Mae Hartsfield, Betty
Kelso.
Armstrong. Bobbie
Sire
Patsy McKenzie, and the advisor,
Mrs. Marttts Smith.

For Thanksgiving . . .
Pumpkin Pie
Mince Pie

1953
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cousin. Mr. Nay Pinnegar near Hospital. was unable to attend

PLYMOUTH ROCK
Everyone read Romans, Chapter
son from Union City, Tenn., were
sixteen.
he,'
a
for
wish
We
Cumberland River recently. He is the funeral.
ANGOLA, La. ilEI—A convict at
the Sunday visitors of Mr. and
—KENTUCKY TILLER
over fifty years since they had speedy recovery.
prison here was stopped by a
the
Mrs. Ira Taylor and children.
Mrs.
that
We are ..ilact to 'report
—
seen Mr. Pinnegar. He is living at
as he was caught taking a
guard
the
spent
Miss Janice Hart
improving.
November 18, 1953
NOV. 21, 1953
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Frank Duncan is
$0 YOUNG TOO
a cold storage locker.
from
box
weekend with her parents. Mr.
Lawrence
J.
Mr. and Mrs. W.
We are thankful for the .oeauti- Roy Fulks.
Mr. and Mrs. Paryin Wilson and
"It just has some rocks in it,
and Mrs. Doll Hart. She is atharvest- Mr. Pinnegar. He is living at the and son, Harold of Paducah, spent
for
weather
sunshiney
ful
children, and
Charlie
Clayton
tending college at Martin, Tenn. ing crops.
NEW YORK OR — An officialhome of his daughter, Mrs. Roy last Saturday evening and Saturwere here over the weekend to
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
Mr. Ed Manning and son, Louis, Fulks.
day night with Mr. Lawrencels
see their grandmother, Mrs. Will
envelope arrived Thursspent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. of Michigan, spent a long weekThe Friday night visitors in the garents. Mr. and Mrs. .5. M. Elkirs. looking
Canady, who had been seriously
County, visiting home of Mr. and Mrs. Polie Dun- They also spent a few hours with day at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Herbert Alton and children.
Calloway
in
end
ill for the past few daysRev. Outland filled his regular his daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
aw, itr. Bernard Spiegel.
ran were Mr. and Mrs. Bryan his sister and brother-in-l
( Mrs. Canady passed away Sun- appointment at Mt. Sinai, Sunday
and Mrs. James Collins. Mrs. Col- Hill. Their .Saturday night visitors and Mrs. Polie Duncan.,
glanced at the reSpiegel,
morning.
day
November 15. at 7:00 morning. I believe he preached lins is Louis' sister. They also
E. Woodfin of Mo., turn address:
Bin Waldrop.
the
Rev.
of
"Office
- o'clock. The funeral services were the best sermon I've ever heard. visited other friends and relatives. were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Euin Bizzell and preached at the Church of Jesus County Clerk of New York Coung held at Mt. Pleasant Church on Everyone who was absent from
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Manning and
Ronald Gene and Wanda !Christ, the second Sunday of No- ty." He recognized it 'as a jury
g Monday afternoon, 'with
Brother church missed a great blessing.
little daughter of Mich., and Mrs. children,
were their Sunday night vember. The congregation enjoyed sitinmons.
Sue,
Johnnie
✓ Charlie Sweatt officiating.
children.
and
Manning
moved
family
and
Ila
Sims, Garner
his good message.
to
Our deepest sympathy to the bo- Saturday to the Mark Nix farm, and Martha, of Mich.. spent their guests.
When he read the name
Brother Woodfln preaches at
We were sorry to hear that,Har- reaved family, Mr. Canady, Noble which he bought a few months vacation in this county visiting
which the summons was addressand
second
every
church
this
Michigan.
in
Ion Collins drown
to
and Chester, Mrs. Gertie Clayton ago.
friends and relatives this tall.
The ed, and dutifully handed it
1
sympathy is extended to the burth Sunday each month.
and Mrs. Stella Clayton.
Merritt Spiegel, his 28-month-old
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Lawrence Our
hear
and
come
Noble Canady and family will
to
Ls
invited
public
Lorene
Mrs.
Elkins and Mr. and family. His sister,
a
son.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dove Clay- MCJI,
It soon to the house the Gar- Mrs. J. M.
li
Redden, who is in the Murray him.
ton who are attending school at ner's are moving from, which be- Mrs. Polie Duncan visited their
C
'
Nashville, Tenn., spent the week• longs to Mrs. Octa Curd.
end with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Burnett, Linda and
- Mrs. Tilman Clayton, and Mr. Sonnie visited with Mrs. Herbert
T and Mrs. Lee Brisendine
Alton Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis McCord and
BROWNIE

EAST ALM° NEWS

BUCHANAN NEWS

the convict said.
The guard opened the box and
found three chickens, dressed and
ready for the frying pan.
"Rocks?" the guard asked.
"Yes sir. Plymouth Rocks.," the
convict replied.

f

SPECIAL

32,

C.

MURRAY SELF SERVICE
WASHINGETTE
We will wash 15 lbs. for $1.00 Each
nesday and Friday. Located Sout'
Street back of Ice Plant, Phone 117

FOOD MARKET

0

1
7447,

LOW PRICES

COURTEOUS SERVICE

HIGH QUALITY

South Fifth Street

Free Parking

SPECIAL
TURKEY
CAISF
Greg's Bake
Shop
isimmommi‘

KEYS KEEL
Representative of the

Ducks, Geese, Fryers
Give Us Your Order Now For Thanksgiving Turkeys, H ams, Hens,

1MONWEALTH
Insurance Company

U. S. Government Graded AA Choice

2 to 4 pound average

Office . - - Louisville
to consult him about the
y Commonwealth savings
and other insurance profinancial future for them.

Tray Pack Sliced

1_

hen you chop in to see him
Extd. and 15th Street or

53c
49c

Worthmore Bacon
HENS. pound
Miracle Whip Salad Dressing

gaefircao

;Is he RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED
friend?_.,.. his foe,
REINDEER'S
maybe—his Uncle? You'll
---; find out when you read this
• hot Christmas story ..

year
•

Fresh Crispy Jumbo

35e
25c
19c

Fresh Red Emperor

Quart Jar

1

• • • . ......
sctionary, 2 for

STARTING TODAY IN THE LEDGER
AND TIMES
Sponsored by
ECONOMY HARDWARE

shell
• • • ...... . • .. 39c
• • ... 10c 15c 20c

3 lb. can

69c

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE

95

Cheek P.

lb.

Stokely's

Cut Green Beans . . . . .

DRIVE IN THEATRE
AppreWish to Express their Thanks and
ed
ciation to the many people who patroniz

SEASON
WE WILL CLOSE FOR THE
MONDAY NIGHT, NOVEMBER 23rd
SEE YOU IN THE SPRING!
The Management

Wilson's

45c

.

Chicken Salad ........
Wilsnn's

89c
29c

New Sunshine

39c

GREEN GIANT
mu.
PEAS

Kitchen Charm

Waxed Paper

Sunshine

—

Hi Ho Crackers, 1 lb.

35c

Peter Pan
OREAT 1110
TENDIR SWEET PEAS

20c

....

35c

Sliced Dried Beef
1-2 Size Can . 39c

Mexicorn, 12 ounce can

. 38c

•

Ham Salad

RIMS

. 19c

Niblets Brand

to 20 POUNDS

ICERY

Chopped Kraut, large No. 2 1-2 can 19c

Brownies, package

them this year.

dir

GREEN LABEL

Tomato Juice, 46 oz. can

Ricans,

tan, paper

Wilson's
Stokely's

Stokely's

71

89c

Kraft Velveeta Cheese

25c

Jello Flavors, 3 for

.

. ...... 15c

2 Pound Box

—

37e

!lbs.
ors, Porto

25c

Del Monte Crushed Pineapple . . . .

......27c

Assorted

Imonte, No. 2 1-2
....... 39c

34c

39c

Pie Cherries
9 ounce Can

2 Tall Cans

59c
Variety, No. 2 can

39c

Bartlett Pear Halves

25c

Yellow Cream Style Corn

tray pack, lb. 49c

U. S. inspected, 3

No, 2 1-2 can

2 Cans Red Pitted

2 One Pound Cans

• 3-5 lbs. and up.
....• 39c

25e

Yellow Peaches

39c

Pet Or Carnation Milk
p

No. 2 1-2 can in heavy syrup

Sunshine

Westwood

Stuffed Olives
39C

29e

American Dill Pickles

American Lady No8

PECIALS

25c
23c

Pumpkin Pie Mix
Kraft French Dressing

49c

Celery. 2 bunches
Grapes.2 pounds
Radishes, cello bag

No. 2 can

You Just Add Milk To

Quart Jar Kraft

.cox
alth Manager
Mayfield, Ky.

69c
39c
49c

Round Or Sirloin Steak.lb.
Pure Pork Sausage,lb.
Fryers. lb.

35c

Pork Roast

•

19c

35c

Peanut Butter, 12 ounce
Red Cross

23c

Spaghetti, 2 boxes
Cloverleaf

Dry Skim Milk, 13 oz. box

29c

Tony Dog Food, 3 cans

25c

Marcal_Pastel

Napkins
Twenty Mule
Team
BORAX
1 Lb. Box 23c
Twenty Mule
Team
BORAXO
20c

..29c

2 for ...

Anglo

PARAMOUNT

ROAST
BEEF

Oyster Hot
CATSUP

12 ounce can

14 ounces

BLEACH

•

quart 19c

23c

earden

7,7-equi ping
5.

_

CLOROX

r.s-asommesseamo"—

1

•
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Hunt 2 Children

WOMEN'S PAGE

Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-M
Mr

Hof-

▪
C.
T.
1,

vice
held
Tt
tere
me e

jog
v.-ta
ed

to
one

Tu
of
pit

*dd

Shoemaker Home Scene
- Of.-Dorcas Class Meet
s Held Tuesday Evening
Of

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Sodie Shoe-

Mis.

NATIONAL RI
Pe °°41elie Farm kt"d
meeUng of
Monroe. Memphis, e ,61
Ave, Chicago; 80 B$6 ot the kit's% bapSUBSCRIPTION
ve
al'"
s'
tlie
0
.juuetsld
an
ad
Y ew
.hue
nre
th. 65c. .In Caraker for the evenu
m
nspirational talk. she
We reserve the rater.. -Being Malikor Public Voice it
of our readers.
—
—a: W. as by Gus RobMONDAho sang tlaee loseSirs
,a a.E.eigar Shirley,

Flowers
Say It Best

• • •

Tisesday. November 24

Mrs. Hewlett Clark Is

Hostess At Meeting

•

It

! ANIMINIOPIIIIMI.

1

Lakeview Drive-in
SUNDAY Ai MONDAY

C
11
o
•

,

"SHE'S
ACK ON
BRISNADWAY"
in
arnereolor
St.Litri
Virginia Mayo

lowing her talk she showed slides
on the work made possible by
the Lottie Moon foreign mission
offering.
Piesiding at the meeting was
Mrs. Hugh M. alcElritta, president
of the Memorial WIES.
A delicious potluck sipper was
served in the lower 'auditorium .
a. seveneaclock. Centerina the table was an arrangement cf chrysanthemums:
•
Present for the study were 25
members and tv.o gullets,
Miss
Houston and Mts. Norman Culpepper.

KENNETH HUGO GRIFFIN, 35, a
truck driver, Ls being held by Los
Angeles police on four counts of
bigamy in Lieu of $1.000 bail The
authorities charged that Griffin
Wed nve women since 1947. He explained to the police that he kept
getting married because he had to
'lave something to rin on his days
off. Griffin was arrested waen his
Ifth wife sought an annUlment.

The Coldwater Mothars
Club
held its regular meeting at the
school facently.
Mrs. Mara...re Barnett of
the
Calloway County Health Department was present arid shoe ci
many interearing and infermativa
pictures on heaah inclurang one
en catching awl -spreading colds.
The wear:ern was very interest:ng
to the adults as well as the children.
'The next meeting will be held
on December
. 17 at which time the
mothers' have planned a number
of gone s for the,entertaL:i.icitt of the ehildrea.
morher is askti
to brmg some refreshinc nts which '
has been pi:naiad fei sandwiches,
cookies, fruit arid drinks.
Officers of the club-urge each
mother to be present to nem make
the afternoon a wonderful event
fur a, aaaildren.

Leidence ia court: shevee used to dig erase. hag elven contained lime put oeer body, gun eith ethich Ilan shot Robby.

• • •

for

FOSTORIA
AMERICAN
PATTERN

REGISTER NOW!
$1500.00 in Prizes to
be given away by
Murray Merchants
NO OBLIGATION

I

Shotgun Killing

Slides Shown At Meet
Of'Coldwater Club

adIMMISIAIII.Eharaile

Call 188
For Prompt

SHIRLEY FLORIST
*PJP

*PJP

*PJP

elta
,

Ammommift.
95 Drive In

NIIIION41.11 ADVERTISED

4Artcarved
Diamond Rings
Guaranteed and Registered
Famous tot OVf• or year;

SUNDAY and MONDAY
"ISLAND OF DESIRE"
in technicolor
Starring Linda Darnell with
Tab Hunter and Donald
Gray

PARIITERIS JEWELRY
Murray's
tianoe l°1
895
dtgt
Russell Albert Parker, Mel

LAST SHOW OF SEASON

•Parker's Jess elry

Pleases!

14111111111111111111.111..

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

'ETCH

Superior AmbulaiKe Service
Equipped With Oxygen

YOUR

"THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL HOME"
311 N. 4th St.

STEP
WITH A
_oAr,
-

ED

Murray, Ky.

Phone 98

CAP110

GUN

ALAN LADD -JEAN ARTHUR'VAN HEFUN
GEORGE STEVENS'
DAVID HARRIS CLARK. once dapper -won.der buy- of Los Angeles- politics, sits MT pail in
Santa Ana, Calif. accused In
the shottain killing of Mrs Rose
Brair 55. wife of his best friend
and onetime Me partner. George
D. Blom 59 Clark is accused
of bring into her back because
she berated him for 'mooching"
board end loaging'at the laws'
modest home. (intereattoeul)
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54c

Admission

Children

ZUKI1i-UXEMIL:=1LIZEZI

25c
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NEW PRESIDENT OF RED CROSS

•
—

TORN WITH GRIEF over tate of
her nus.sing children, Mrs. Dora
Gilmore breaks into tears in her
Framingham. Mass., home as
sho hotels Carol Ann's doll and
Tomneas bugle. The children
vanished Nov. 8. A search is
underway with planes. police.
divers and many volunteers
(fliternationciaJ
taking part.

• ••

Delivery,

'901
AN INTENSIVE search by a posse
slogging through bogs is underway for missing Mary Lou Henning, 21. near St. John's. Mich.
She has been missing since Nov.
15 Parents of the former high
school beauty queen said she
had been brooding since returning (rem a Convent two years
ago Hennings are prosperous
l•farm family. iiistereationah

rams..

Fain

TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY
"THE CAPTIVE CITY"
Starring John Forsythe
with Joan Camden
-• 14.1

The prettiest way to
deliver your message
. . . perfect flowers,
artistically arranged
and attractively
boxed.

•

Bob Garb,,
Has Title - bars
Mr.Toile'

d

.4.,- .—

Miss Ruth Houston Is
Teacher Of Book At
Memprial \VMS Meeting

atessisay, November 23
clock. An initiation and a special
The Woman's aliseienary Society program will be held. All memThe Eva Wall and Mamie- Tayof the Memorial Baptist Church tiers are urged to attend.
lor Circles of the Woman's Mis• • •
will meet at the church at seven- I
sionary Society of the Memorial
thirty o'clock.
The Lynn ,Grove Homemakers
Baptist Church held a yurnt ntis•
•
Club will meet with Mrs. Olive
on study at the church Tuesday
Perks at one-thirty o'clock.
evenirtg.
The AAL7W Group 'wit. meet In
the home of Dr. Ora K. Mason at
Miss Ruth Houston wl 0 is the
seven-thirty o'clock. alas Beau ice
Wednesday, November 2.5
Blood River Associational mission
Frye will be in charge of the proThe Dexter Homcniakc s Club
study chat' man presented a most
gram.
will meet v. ith Mrs.
Newman interesting and iiispiratiohal study
•••
Ernstberger at ten o'clock.
of the book. "I.et's Listen.' Fol-

The Lydian Class Tarthe First
Cleburne Ad- RaPtid Church will meet with
as in cearge of I Mrs. Pat Hackett at seven earlackMrs. Hewlett Clark was hostess
for the evening. Group II, 'Mrs. 011ie Adair, eat,- for tne meeting of Circle
H of the
aaaaaa rea l thin. will be in charge of the arWamen's Society Of Christian Sera the social houeirangements.
•••
vice
of
the
First
Afetholfst
e rre Mesdames
Church held Tuesday afternoon at
Buel Jetton. Eu- The Woman's Asociation of the
her home on South Ninth Steeet.
• W. C. Adams, College Presbyterian Church will
••.
Ben Trevathan. meet at the church at eight
"A Sower Went Forth" was the
,
.............ild.
Vaughn. o'clock. Hostesses are Mrs. Mary theme of the very iraeresting and
Claud
arrae Lou. Adams. Paul Pewee, Brown. Mrs. D. F. McConnell and inspirational program presented by
r
anies Ward, Becky Quertentioas. Mrs. Rea Syrdergaard.
Mrs. Merle Robertson. The devo•••
Hunter Love. Jain Buwker, AUen
tion was given by Mrs. Ed BurRose. Joe Pat Ward, Myrtle I
ke-en.
Tseadee, November 24
Wail. Edgar Shirley, Fred Workt
Marray Star Chapter No. 433
Refreshments were served by
T ' man. Charles Sexton. Gray son
will Mrs. Clark to the twelve memOrd& of the Eastern Star
Mclure, •Bg
(
nt Outland, Allred hold its raaalar mee tire, at the tiers presept including cue new
v.
Young. T. . Collie, Leon Collie, Masonic Hall at seven-fifteen ea member.
at
James Shelton, G. B. Jones, Lotue
braricion, Keith Morns. ki. I- Oakley, W. C. Eikuis. Puracia Out., land, Cleburne Adams, Sadie Shia..
maker, Floy Jewell, Jessei •asieuriza
'1
J. L Wueds, Harold Sy is k S,
1 and Edward Lawrance,
laases
Robbie and Hazel Feriee.l.
-

•
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Missing
Monied 5 Women I Beauty
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Mrs. Robert Greenleaso (ten). mother of the murdered Molter,
enters car after testifying about phone calls from Hall.
THESE ARE SCSNES from second day session of the trial of Carl
.itEn Hall 34. and 'Mrs- Brine Lrown Hca.ly, 41, far the
ronfessed kidnap-murder of f3oarly Greenlease. 5, in Kansas City,
Mo. Jury nad only to decide on ra ”47. .1 Litton ( fefernateeica/

liwelle100000.

kliSITY

gatetsaaltesi IUNKER (eft) is may president of the American
-with F. Roland Herrman (right). moving from preu.
tar., y to boar., chairmanship. They are shin) in Washington.
Bunker formerly was ambassador to Argentina and Italy, and
was head of tne National Sugar Relining cumpitny. He assumes
his new ne,i Cross post to January. (Internaimaal Swiradidiutu)
Its-it Crusa.

TUESDAY
and WED.

IS IT TRUE WHAT THEY SAY

...if there were only
ONE telephone
in the world l,

REACHED ITS PEAK

I•••••

ABOUT

st If you had the only telephone in the world, "Inn

LATIN LOVERS

couldn't use it. There would be nobody else you

e

could call.

1.-e1r

The value of a telephoec is in the great number of

TI

people you can reach with it. You can talk with almost
anyone, anywhere—quickly, easily and at low cost.
Last week the number of telephones in this nation
passed the 50,000,000 mark. That's more than there
are in all the rest of the world. It figures out to about
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one telephone for every tirrec People in this country.

LANA TURNER
RICARDO
JOHN
LOUIS
MONTALBAN • LUND • CALHERN
,,,tm JEAN HAGEN

•

FAST GROSVTII

Most of these telephones are served by local Berl
Companies like Southei., Bell.

Nearly 9,000,000,

howcver, are operated by 5300 other

-IN DIXIE

EDUARD FRANZ

LAST TIMES TONIGHT - —

Van Heflin And Julia /Warns In
"WINGS OF THE FMK"

I.
MOST ANT MALE, even a big rile; rl mountain sb•.ep, %%paid lace
having mg ehakers stroked by iraely LiLliitn Yeckel, 18, shown
making friends with this tag horn at the Arizens State fair in
Yauenrx. Inc La; horns are tumid to the Kofa mountains aeout
3.23 miles from Phoenix.
(iaterttattuadla

The number of telephones
in the areac served by
Southern Hell harfarTfret
from 1,8153,204 at the
beqinving of 1046 to
•inore than 4,200,000
today.
4

.1

companies.

In no other nation is the telephone so available, so
useful and so low

in cost.

SOUTHERN BELL \
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
COMPANY,
•
•
•
•••••••'
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WAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1953
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IIONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1953

TPIE LEDGER & TIM

BAG111

MURRAY, MENTUCRY
emonmeimmil••11••=119Plem

lamily Is Clear Coat transparenting supply, paint or

hardware
water repellent for use on natur- dealer or contact Dairyman's Sup
ally beauutul masonry %%alb. Trim ply Company, Mayfield, Ky.
is a liquid preparation that Call be
Oruatien or sprayed on, whIca
one out invistole, Wisiec cannot
PROOF

Flowers
Say It Best
The prettiest way to
deliver your message
. . . perfect flowers,
artistically arranged
and attractively
boxed.
Delivery,
Call 188
For Prompt

SHIRLEY FLORIST
•PJP

*PJP

*PJP

'
NATIONAllf ADVERTISED

Artcarved
Diamond Rings
Ebernnterd and Registered
fontom he 04r, Or' Yeats

PARKER'S JEWELRY
Murray's Oldest
Ia
Since 1895

th

iN

r

Russell Albert Parker, Mir.
'Parkes Jewelry Pleesea

CHURCHILL
AL HOME
With Oxygen

I FUNERAL HOME'

turray, Ky. Phone 98

racke, full equipment. $75.00. Call 1950 FORD WITH RADIO AND
:78. First gets it.
n24c heater. Gas saving, motor saving
everdrive. Hills Used Cars, 110
•
North 4th, phone 589
n25c
1950 MERCURY - ONE 2-DOOR
and one 4-floor. Both with 'radio, 1950
CHEVROLETS - TWO TO
heater and overdrive. Hills Used choose. from.
Both sharp cars with
Cars, 110 North 4th, phone 589.
plenty of pep for miles to cone.
n25c Hills Used Cars, 110 North 4th.
phone 589.
n25c

TWO USED BOYS SUITS, GOOD 1951
HUDSON -- WITH RADIO

FOR SALE - TWO TON COAL FOR RENT-3 HOUSES, TWO IN
Will sell for $5.00 per ton. See city, well located. One about 4
Carl Arvin at Ledger and Times. miles from town. Murray Land
nAne Company, W. C. Hays, office phone
n24c
1082, home phone 547-3

1948 CHEVROLET CLUB COUPE.
Kentucky license. Priced to sell.
WANTED
Hills Used Cars, 110 North 401, 1
n25c WANTED TO Bu x -SMALL UPphone 589.
riaht used piano -Phone 13904.
n23c

wet silicone.

DETROIT (la-Lauri E. Nieni, 55,
Dent PlOstraties
The "dead man" was a clothing
Activated tor deeper penetraUon win tined $150 Thursday for reck,
lam mallonry
leaf Coal, less
driving when he told the Jud- store dummy left in an auto that
Lines the mires and cepiliaries wan
was illegally parked.
silicone coanpounds so tna: t riun ge -I was too drunk to walk."
uotuices on. In test Water atSilus

J.-FRED MUGGS MUGS

111 raised
droplets on Ciear coat
treated, ordinary concrete slams
while an untreated concrete" slab
aosorbs water like a sponge. Natur-

al coioi and texture of masunty
ut masOonry ails are Uricuaii‘ed
by the colorless, invisible treatment.
In sailer accelerated wear tests,

NOTICE

Clear coat snows no signs ot 1.19:rastereastiag Heine
eadition. Sizes for 15-16 17 year and heater, a sharp car. See it at
BED
WANTED - USED BAB
A companion product, Red Label tenurating atter the equivalent ot
e,I boys -Call 6M-J-1 after 6•00 Hills Used Cars, 110 Norte 4th,
Without mattress. Please call Irb_
NOTICE - NEW QUILTS FOR
nup Brand Sta-Dri tor unciercosting years ox exposure to the elements.
nffilp rhone 589.
n25c sale. Price reduced today. Also It
above grade iebs 13 even leas ex- Once Clear Loat has been apodea,
quilting done.-Mrs. Kirby Cobb, pensive and makes the Milsh coat the unsightly white stains ur
•
Saturday's Reims
lc
call 1888.
of blue Label Sta-Dri go turtner. florescence are controlled and will
Anew., e.
These paints inhibit the g,rowtu al not reappear to spoil the appearse•
MAR
J147,1"1
45-The self
AflI401111
MEMIeleltS OF PARIS
NOTICE
mold and mildew. 114 secret of ance
of masonry construction.
DE
• Li
St-Beloved
take
will
Club
Road
Homemakers
r P-• 111-11aa's
C
sta-tin s successlul performance Clear Coat is also provided in
1-Shallow
nickname
vessel
includgoods
bakery
orders for
T RA
lies in the tact tnat, as the ttal:it many sizes for convenient low .:Encircle
4-Whip
A
L•T
Knack
3-EthioulAn title
ing corn light bread for Thankscures, it expands to fill the pores Coat use.
-Fabuloua
11-Contest
', giving until November 24. Will
53-Palsehood
(2-Oti the ocean
act holes in masonry construction,
59-Peril
To round out tne line, Stalini
13-Employ
deliver. Cell Mrs. Elmer Collies,
frrzning a permanent bond with
A
tub
-barge
14- N.car
62
has formulated Instant Water Stop,
Gar:elllIC
Hill
9544-3,
Mrs.
or
14-11rother
of
15-Goal
masonry walLs to provide a
Odin
17-Uncut kap
a white hytesulic cement that
R-4.
impermeable surface.
03-Anger
19-Fondle
'SEAR
will stop running water in a matter
IM-Part of face
.e9
A remarkable ewiricidence is. that, of minutes_ Used in et.nin.inction
r.
shaper
mountain
paragraph
- -23-Tennis taroks
•
f
the worse the water paletratian with the Masonry Paints, even
70-Man'•
14-11rak
Wet basements and
masonry problem, the better Sta-Di ma- the most severe below-grade water
nickname
soddeale
ft-Tra new tin..
2S-Daides
stained by efflorescence or show- sonry paints work to cure it. Dry
7-Call
leakage problems can be eucems72-Thick, black
51,1gh note
UPSTAIRS
ROOM
who
RENT--8
FOR
-One
5
ing
signs
of
erosion
and
wear trim walls must be wet down 'uefore fully treated. Water Stop is also
substance
President Truman
25-Saucy
manages
ON HIS morning stroll in tNew York. former
furnishwater
and
heat
apartment,
31-Obtain
water
penetration
are
tlynt's
a disheart- application to-make the paiat bond useful as a quick setting cement
chinip
5-Peer
DOWN
,pauses for a meeting with J Fred Muggs, an educated
'
33-Leverage
mother
rent
Will
children.
no
Prefer
ed.
eningly
familiar
1--Communion
sight to many better, so the: damp, leaky ,walls for small
co-owner,
56-4111itt
10-Weight of
Jobs such as anchorifig
from NBC-TV. Presenting )4uggs is Roy Waldron,
plate
36-Tard
between
way
Half
India
reasonably.
homeowners.
Equally unpleasant supply the best conditions for bolts in masonry.
2-Part of -to be"
Commenting on his refusal to answer a congressional committee
3*--R rents
11 -Openings
3-Horn
stove plant and Murray Garmeut are the bill! that roll in for Laing, getting a very hard finish.
41-Military
14-gynibol for
subpoena, Truman said the refusal 'does not necessarily mean"
Complete detailed information
4-i doper
1.0liCe (abbr.)
LIM
sod,
or
days.
attempting to fix ttic trouble. A newer addition to the Sta-Dri is available at your lumber buildFactory. Phone 386-J
fatervationat Ao..7.4.oho10)
1-While
45-Total
he will remain silent
15-cleaning
6- Series
Hard-to-apply, dingy, organic coat44-Inset egg
device
ings, pump installation., trench
loommor .10-01iikiren's
.0
9
1.
game
digging and other costly memalres
22-Wail covering
MUSICAL CLOWN-"Ros- IRONING. BOARD___Mod DOLL-E-HICHAIR_Big en-5-Vigor
have been traditionally resoried
tcolloq.)
to with questionable success in ey Nosey," that's my name. ern. Streamlined, steel con-' ough for baby! colorful de27-Mohammedan
name
many -mtgs.
want music, just twist my structed; perforated enamel cal; all steel, baked lustro•
211-&-tee
A group -of products with it new
:es
30-Kohck
:4
nose. I'm 18" tall, painted top
strong folding legs. 24 enamel finish moveable tray
ft-apnoea
9
For coughs and acute bronchitis due to approach. new formulas and twin
30", cept
- 74 'Clain before
feet;
non-skid
rubber
'S
Creornulsion
face.
get
Plush
bead, feet, hands 1-4 inches long .. ..$2.19
usefulness appeared on the mar36-Young boy
colds you can now
27 3/'IS
..f
V:15
Is
r•
.4
$4.001
37-Poeni
high
specially prepared for Children in anew ket a few years ago. These pro$6.00
-6
39-Peopoint
sure:
be
and
package
blue
5
d
7
.
43
9,
and
,
pink
#44
ELECTRIC
5
IRON___Washcp-Unte on
ducts
were
ver
developed
in
a
DOLL-E-NURSEFt___Ne
Maryland
it.
loves
(I ) Yap child will like
•
43-Mended with
/‘
l'Othill
only safe, proven and- are now 'nationally distributed. SAUCY WALKER_ Does,Jay wonder, really
irons! dull moment! 32 piece form.99
(2)
/./7).H9
CI
a
grown
even
'
441--1.,,i•rtrate
They have successfully withstosd everything!
turns
Walks,
.././
43-Tattered cloth
,
Heavy metal base; chrome ula set; complete accessorI'm stuffed
(3) s, contains no narcotics to dis- the test of time and the searening her
541-Story
head, rolls her eyes, sits,
52- Body of water
turb nature's processes.
hard-won
loyalty of thousands of
plate
body; bakelite handle ies; rust proof sterilizer botsatin bo.:v'.
a
1,3-Think
will aid nature to soothe and homeowners,
stands,
It
cries,
(4)
sleeps
$9.95
tle rack
$2.00
architects, builde:s
55- Await
6 1-4 inches long .... $1.00
heal raw, tender, inflamed throat and and
$1.98
settlement
to
reach
contractors
unparalrelieving
thus
membranes,
bronchial
57-Symbol for
calcium
the cough and promoting rest and leled acceptability for the mo of
3S-Nolse
Ask for Creomulsion for Chil- protecting masonry against water
sleep.
$0-1.4ind measure
dren in the pink and blue package.
and of beautifying unsightly ma41-Fish eggs
et-email Lir.1
sonry construcslon in the prucees.
47-A continent
ishbr
keeps itater Out
111--Pymboi for
These products are STA-DRI
lintalum
eitaliasC.sils. Own C•41., Mee arwa4tta masonry finishes, designed especian••••....•
amp 199
ally to keep water out, to amply
decorative surfaces, to hide dingy
masonry arid to maintain appearance of naturally beautiful mason-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Basements
Kept Dry
With Paint.

1!1121

5F

Iliff- 11138

I

.
FOR RENT

I

TOMMY TURTLE-Who
says I'm slow? I've got music! My tail wags, my legs
swing! ran hardwood mei
my high impact shell
and vinyl visor .... $2-50
PANDA--Everybody
my funny face,
ups. Oh yes,
soft. I have

A
MOIMMEMEMEMMO
MMONEMEMUMM

lEAN ARTHUR'VAN HEFUN
:ORGE STEVENS'
---;

kmn
km

FOH SALE-POOL
good condition. Ten cues, balls,

out i ake by actual test, even
if applied inside a basement. It
can be used /aside. outside, acioVe
or below grade on all piroar
masonry Blue Label Brand comes
in powder form in a variety of
package sizes for large or small
yobs. Application is simple. met
clean the surface, 1111x the poadered ingredirents with water and
apply with brash or spray. It's a
one man Job. The initial coat is
very low. Because the material is
bang lasting and decorates as it
seals the surface, further economy
is effected.

isewitains

NOW
SHOWING

ilor by Technicolor
Ad
• C

) 1951 FORD-RADIO AND HEAT- FOR SALE-COLLIE
PUPS. SEE ROOMS FOR RENT- REGULAR
er. Tops for the money. Hills Used Milford Orr, third holm past "95" roomers. Single $5.00 per week,
I
Cars. 110 North 4th, phone 589.
Drive-In theatre.
n24p double $7.00 per week. Apply at
n25c
n23e
Bernie Hotel.
TABLE, IN

FOR SALE

FAST,SAFE Help
forChild's Cough

abidance Service

IL

L

54c
2Sc

DEAD DUMMY
CHICAGO ea-Police hurrite
investigate a report of a 'd
man in a car" Sunday night .
ended up handing out a parks „
ticket.

Rudolph-And the Blue Nosed Reindeer- Sponsored by ECONOMY HARDWARE

mammommusim
mom mom
umm MUM
MOM

L'SION
CREOMU
CHILDREN
FOR
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ry walls.
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First and most famous af ;he
Sta-Dri line are the patented StaDri Mlisonry Paint* which are inorganic
mineral coatings. Blue

Label Brand, supplied in arhite
and a variety of colors, will hold a
In this game that two could
play, the thing was to act as
though nothing had happened; to
wear her everyday face and manner. King would be waiting forher reaction, but she could wait,
too. She had to wait.
why I came all the way . . ."
• • •
"Are you all right, miss? You
Around Charlotte hummed the
better sit down."
I'm fine, Charlotte thought; just olibligsto of the office; the tapping
wonderful. "I guess I got a little of typewriters and shrilling of
gas, too," she said. "Could some- phones; people rushing up and
body come now ?" She amid only down .,he aisles self-importantly.
think that it was important some- The bustle of business. I'm so
one* should .see it, smell It. Stie tired, she thought once. It seemed
must have a witness, she had Wis to hir she couldn't remember when
feeling she taut have a witness. shell really slept or eaten. Once
When it ass a n atter of murder. she stopped and read her oupy in
there should-aiwuys be a witness, amazement; sim'd hardly been
aware Of wilting it, yet it Made
if passible.
CHAPTER TWELVE
They took her back, two Lice sense. Abstractly she picked •
Too few cat hairs off her black dress;
'CHARLOTTE slipped past her young men from the
her throat tightened, but her small
hostess, went down in the elevator, late to prevent cruelty to animals. chin
set
shoulder and said
out to the wet street. She'd go home They patted her
Now it would be helFfuLi she
to the cat& What was the cliche- she mustn't lakime herself, they realized,
If she'd made friends. If
1- fashioned gas
the more I RCP of people the better I looked at her
she could Just go carnally up to
like the animals? And cats were- stove and said they'd hadupcases
and Vas Camp and say, "Hi, Velora,
n't hypocrites. Suddenly she won- before of eats jumping a playful
let's have luneb together." And
dered whether she would become pushing the handles with
then riek her. Or if she could say,
who
paw.
recluses
lady
old
one of those
But not four handles. Charlotte "^Listeh, Velora,.IM in troieble, and
corns out only at night to feed
didn't tell them it had been four I thick you could help."
stray eats.
But to tell your troubles, you
handles. Charlotte didn't tell them
She . began to smell the gas it was merder. King had known must trust someone.
up
way
part
only
seal
when she
No, she had to finish alone,
what she'd mind most, literally the
the stairs, and she raced the rest only thing she Would mind. Gray somehow. Be devious and play
of the way, breathless, her heart April and golden May; her friends. hunehes.
Pounding. But it wasn't the stairs,
Alone, alone, Erie, don't you unIn ancient Egypt, killing a cat
It was the fear. She couldn't find was punishable by death.
taint watching me;
der/stand?
her key, and when she did, her
sat alums in the awful, leave me alone! I'm • shady lady.
Charlotte
manage
/Making hand could hardly
empty apartment. There was an Surprise, surprise, quiet Charlottethe lock. And then she was in her after-funeral -feel about it The A-In-conduct-Montan is actually
surprhied
consciously
npartment,
tree_ She couldn't bear to look at Scarlet Charlotte. You would leave_
at her own efficiency as she held the tree. She shauggled down the me alone soon enough if you knew.
and
noetrits
air
over
her scarf
She didn't feel like a shady lady.
stairs vi-ith rt atid left it on the
three open the windows and turn- sidewalk. Take it away, New Only solitary, and sick from the
ed off the burners of the stove. York sanitation Department She hate coursing like toxin through
One, two, three, four, all of them could hardly climb back up the her body.... One thing at a tune.
open. The sickening sweet odor flights.
First try to solve the mystery of
overwhelmed her, And the"-Tilr.
the other tenants began to the miters.
Now
her.
The room blurred before
King went out, wearing his velconic home. Througl- the papery
She got back to the open win- partitions tame the allppered shuf- vet-collated Chesterfield. Homburg
dow, and then she saw them, wi- fle of steps in the hall, the murmur in harul. Then Velora walked ouiv.
rier the tree they'd loved so much. of yokes, the protest of bedsprings in het mincing manner, as though
She :lade herself touch the small benaath the weight of tired bodies. afraid she might swing a hip. She
stiff oodles. gather them TIP. and So near and yet so far, theme peo- wore no stoat, but then Velor•
she ant rocking on her knees, hack ple with whom she shared the signally ate upstairs in the emand forth. The tears rained down manic roof and nothing more. They ployes' cafeteria. Finally all the
nr•f face, and inside the core of were strangers. "We are all others had gone to lunch. If only
someone didn't forget something
hate hardened.
strangers upon earth."
Charlotte tossed and twisted In and come buck. If only no buyer,
There was a minute when she
ao office boy, nobody came bythought of closing the windows her bed, trying to think, insomnia
rust for a minute. It would only
How(,ivbody.
her
of
there.
possession
sitting
in
just
and
' gain
take • minute.
hg up. Later she thought it warn ever she lay she could bear her
pumping pounding heart, and her 41.1harlotte picked up a folder of
the hate that Kept her going.
eyes saw shapes in the copy and started toward Velora's
wide-open
the
after
foot
one
She dragged
Her brain arm a switch- desk. She leaned over It casually,
night.
wondering
stairs.
the
down
ether,
pretenafig to pencil in a Copy corabuzz with busy signals.
vaguely that no one else had board
The wind wailed with human rection. With her free hand, meansmelled the gas, deciding it was
out on the dark river while, she opened Velora's
bet alum everyone had gone away woe, and
foghorns niourned. Suddenly drawer, just far enough to reach
air Christmas. She took the bus at the
The in her fingers, slide them underJerked upright.
the corner, and sat far in the back, Charlotte
the "threats of neath the paper lining, searching
letters,
poinon-pen
the
against
leaning her forehead
She'd almost forgotten exploring . . . There it was, that
cold pane. The sleek pavements re- exposure."
must be it. She withdrew the sheet
about their.
red
signs,
neon
danbing
flected the
her folder.
By morning she bad a plan. Not of paper, shpped it in
and green and gold for Christmas.
guaranteed-satisfaction-omY o u r She closed the drawer and hurried
'A stooped man stood outside • a
desk.
money-back plan, but someplace to back to her own
restaurant. looking in. An old star t.,
To Be Cosimmosd4
woman rifled a garbage can.
Strtursis
the only things
Met eats weten t Morgan.
age copycharlotte
in.
Isom
adwriter fop th• Kingsley eunimmits
vertilitlaS aria. Teem was her mother
and
fattier
her
from
away
-who ran
her, ma* she was 12 Charlotte had
alstole. Sielrelry to help her mother
Erie liar
thmtelt She despised her.
emwas In love with her. Two other
her And
PloYes or The King' hated
em,•
her eats kept tlirthe to tell hm
Charlotte
thing. Cummings discovers
to
stole lg. terns and make• ISlate
meet seistlefte and her mothet. alter
blot
oft.ring to 5.10 Charlotte to the
on
time Charlotte and her mother tali
"The Kier- at his home Charlotte's
charlotte finally
mother leaves-111CMP
breaks personal relations with Cummings, but he threatens to expose5 her
At cothen if shq quite his employ
ristmna party It is revealed
-The King* has been rotting threrigen.
Charlotte runs flten
in letters:
Nide wants to dance with her.
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At the ASPCA she found • nice
young man.
"I'd like you to come tor my
cats," she said. ''They're dead.
Asphyxiated, gas 1 wonder why
didn't telephone you. I don't know
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By Ernie Bushmiller
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MADE A BIG'
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By Al Capp -

Lit' Ait-NER
FIIIPPYYT- AN TRAPPED
IAEA HUSBINfr-NOW

WILL YO' GIT ME
AS A
*FILTHY PH I
WEDDIN'PRESENT"

„

MAH

ON te REASON RD'
Gil TIN' MARRIED
HAS BIN DANSYCUILD

NW-56K

AH
WANTED HIM
AN'
PEI:
FO'A

YO'Ll_ DE MAN PET

AN'COMPANIONfrMARRY L/5 I
A COMPAN ION!! MAR call I N'
SAM PP-

MUST/HAN HEARr 1.
A-RUNN/N,'BEFORE AN
THET /'L mcwsrra,MAR/LYN,
krE TC/-1 4M SWEEr

LErs

By Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE •n' SLATS
.. OF COURSE. IF fME HAS AN
OUNCE 01: SENSE, SHE'LL REALIZE
IT SHOULD TAKE MY COMPLETE
REPERTOIRE OF
UNLIIIIITSD CHARM
TO CONVINCE THAT
GOON, POLLY, I
REALLY HAVF
FALLEN IN LOVE
WITH HER...

1

WHILE,ON 77-1E FIELD Of BATTLE-

THAT ROCK TRENTON COULON'T
POSSIBLY HAVE ANYTHING BUT PITY
FOR A
CREATURE
LIKE HER...

r

BUT A THREE- MILLION-BUCKS
DOVVAY IS A LOVELY INCENTIVE
...50...WHAT HAVE I TO
LOSE BUT MY
SELF-RESPECT...

WAKE UP, SLEEPYHEAD,
ROCK'S A-KNOCK:NV POLLY': )
THAT'S FUNNY...
NO ANSWER

.9. oft0 S.
Cate ItS1 470
9 1
.
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Ike Luck
With Turkey
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Rs WARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON 171--When President Eisenhower hacks up that
19-Dound turkey he received for
1 Thanksgiving feast I hope he
has better luck than- I have ever
had.
I've had lessons on turkey ca-vtng from the world's champion
slicer of brown and white meat-H. F Shrader of the Departmert
of Agriculture And for years I
have been winding up with my
guests looking at turkey hash.
Shrader had put it on paper
for me-he even has demonstrated.
All I can give you folks for direction, is the expert's paper 'work.
It's all his from here on out:
Ftirnish the carver. says he,
with a two-tined carving fork and
hand the man a long-bladed pointed knife -sharp as a razor,"
"Serve the bird on a platter
large enough to give the carver
plenty -of working space"
Shrader goe.ron to say litafhthe
bird ought to be carved feet up.
Steady the brute with a wedge
of bread or an apple on either
side, so you won't have to cnase
a gobbler 'all over the house, in
case he slips. The carver, he says,
may stand or sit. "Usually a man
with short arms prefers to stand."
I have long arms, and while carv:ng I'll stand, if the professor

pleases,
First, the man says, remove one
leg from the body. Insert .the fork
in the thigh to hold the bird firmly. Then slice between the leg and
the back. Separate the drumstick
from the second joint and slice
the Meat from the bone.
Next you are to remove the
wing from the body. Start the cut
about 3-4 to 1 1-2 inches above the
joint where the wing joins the
body. Cut on an angle of about.
45 degrees. I have tried this by
ales,ebra and simple arithmetic,
but nothing see7ms to work. We'll
have to take the professor's word
for it.
fork
the
place
you
Then
-squarely across the blade of the
breastbone, to anchor the bird
down • with the left hand while
carving the breast in slices." Use
a slight sawing motion. I never
have learned to saw in slight motions.
.The trick here is to keep the
left hand steady. The breast,
Shrader says, usually is sliced
down and away from the carver.
That way you don't carve off any
vest buttons.
That seems to be about all thes:c
is to it You just slice, hack, and
saw away.,
HUNTERS
Nov. 20 1111FRANKLIN, Pa
Franklin W. Campbell of Beaver
Falls, Pa., was driving with two
hunting
companiodi on a bear
car
their
trip Thursday when
struck and killed a large doe.
The hunters returned empty
handed to await the opening of
the deer season next month.
RIVALRY
PALO ALTO. Calif. liPl-Police
said today the traditional rivalry
between Standford and California
University students over their
football game Saturday has reached an explosive pitch.
During a rally on the Standford
campus Tursday night. a time
bomb was found hidden in a hollow log.

GOP Leader Quits
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TENDER TURKEYS TO PUMPKIN-RICH PIES AtP OFFERS YOU...
.-11i0ji.PlI,JPAP
•

Every Thanksgiving. hosts of hostesses serve
banquets osi budgets by marketing at AftP.
Why don't you, too? You'll find Mira huge
holiday array of festive foods marked with
the everyday low prices that are as traditional at AfsP as turkey is at Thanksgiving,.
come save .... at Mall
Corns) wee .
COME SAVE AT Ain

THANKSGIVING CALLS FOR FEASTING__AND

TENDER YOUNG TOM

YB

Hens (10 to 14 lb. avg., lb. 59c
Beltsville whites 8 to 10 lb. avg. 16 to 22 lb.
63c
average
Broilers, 4 to 8 lb. avg. ... 63c

Cooked Hams

Center Slices
A & P
Super Right
lb. 99c

(4 to 8 lb. avg.)

lb.

39c

Smoked Picnics

lb.

7-rib cut, lb. 39c. Loin end

39c

Peaches or Apricots

1-lb.

cello

Ocean Spray

21c

Cranberry Sauce

19c
2 heads

48 size

29c
5c
3 lbs.

19c
50 lb. bag

$1.49
8-1b. bag
49c
8-in. pie

Juicy Florida, (doz. 39c)

Oranges ..... . . . .
Delicious Jane Parker

39c

Pumnkin Pie
Jane Parker 1 1-2 lb. $1.9; 3-113. $2.49

Fruit Cakes

5-lb.
$3.95
8-in. size

65c

Caramel White Laver Cake . . .
Jane Parker, 20-oz. loaf

RCA VICTOR Wayne

still

only

Call 56

South Side Square

the big fisherman ...
and the little scholar
Peter NJ Paid. Beth giants in the sandy
Christian yean• The first meeting between these
tire apostles
Oirist was • thrilling and Important
rovint. There went &Mr-renege between the.. bet
-sell held the mile unshakeable faith.
A powerful retelling of these two lives and of
*thou otrasny _important te infant Christianity is

Fulton Oursler's
THE GREATEST FAITH
EVER KNOWN
in 30 illustrated chapters

Plow appearing is

Tottria-Sournal

PS

.. • •

5 lbs..

12-oz. jar

1-1b. box
. . . 39c
1-1b. box

Chocolate Covered Warwick

..

Rac
Opi
Tin

...39c

Chocolate Covered Cherries

lb.

Domestic

65c

Swiss Cheese

1-lb. box

Dry Milk Solids

29c
3-lb. can

Pure Vegetable

The
College
bait seal
bank.% N
M. agar
College,
Mernoris
night to
venture.

75c
1 1-2 lb. bot.

Blue Label

Pillsbury

20c
14-oz. box

59c

The

beg1nnin
ever att,
The up.
places I
NCAA c

6-oz. can I

Star Kist (chunk style)

37c

37c Tuna Fish

2 bars

Rath size

Later
the Rac
Brigham
Tulsa Sr
to the
against 1

25c
49c Swan Toilet Soap
35c Breeze Detergent- 59e

8-oz. hot.

giant iskg.

pkg. 30'

Tante nice 29c

The q
I.. ... do

giant -1,g.

57
ie.. -I-.
Silverdust'"57e
69c
Lux timid De'tergent 39e
25C
CLOROX BLEACII
49c

24-oz. box 39c

giant pkg.

All Detergent

$2.49

Fab Detergent

15c

Kieffer Pears

Pennant Syrup
69e Angel Food Cake Mix

Baby Food, Junior chopped, 2 jars 29c, strained

Large pkg. 29e

16-oz. can

Thank You Brand

Dexo Shortening ...

Duncan Hines

25c

Sultana Corn

29c

French Dressing (Diet 1 or 2)

- 16 oz. cans
2

C.nlvien Whole Kernel

Thin Mints

jar

39c

Sweet Pickles

Danish Filled Ring

Gerbers,5 jars

25c
32-oz.

Party Pack

100 percent

Peanut Butter

18-oz. jar
25c
.. . . .
2 15 1-2 oz. cans

Green Beans

17c

Surf Detergent
pk g. 9qc

giant pkg.

2 14-oz. cans

Ajax Cleanser
Large pkg. 25c

Ihnso Soap Powder
Lux Toilet Soap
Reg. size

giant pkg.

3 bars

23c

24-oz. box 39c

10-lb. box

All Detergent

$2.49

Complexion Size

Dial Soap
Large Pkg. 21c

The Greatest Faith Free Known" will provide
d•ily devotional reading for every member of MT',•
Ismail/ through the Clarksville. seasou.

Mince Meat
lona Cut

each

Peter Pan,

$189.95
JOHNSON APPLIANCE COMPANY

23c

Paramount

Pastry

Dried Beans
J. RUSSIA SPRAOUI k shown In Ma
Mineola, N Y office as he announces his resignation as s New
York member of the Republican
National Committee sorsgue acknowledged In a letter to Rep.
Dean Taylor, chairman of the Republican State Committee,that hia
action was prompted partly by
"uninformed criticism'. directed
at him (wet hit ownership of stock
In Yonkers Racekday.under Inves(International)
tigation.

49c
16-ox. can

White Bread

Big Top

• 17-inch television features quality and compactness at a new
lots price!
• Magic Monitor, circuit system gives you wonderfully dearer,
steadier pictures-automatically.
• **Golden Throat- tone system for real listening enjoyment.
• Phono-jack for easy record changer attachment.
• Cabinet finished. in gleaming maroon with
braes lnobs. Matching stand available, extra.

29c
2 29-oz. cans

White House Milk

Now On Sale. December Woman's Day (The A&P
7c
Magazine, Still Only

pint

79c

.

2 29-oz. cans

A & P Fancy

cello

Pascal Celery

Whole

or Butt
Portion

Oysters ...... . . . . ........

1-lb.

30 size stalk
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lb.49c
lb.69c

Extra Standard (Selects, pt. 95c) Solid Pack

Iona,

Cranberries
Crisp

lb.59C

49c

Pure Pork Sausage
Firm Ripe

Shank
Portion

Pumpkin ...... .

Pork Loin Roast

Head Lettuce
New Green Cabbage, lb.
U. S. No. I
Yellow Onions
U. S. No. 1 White, 10 lb. bag 35c;
Potatoes

M•6•I I TT 301
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FEASTING CALLS FOR TURKEYS FROM A & P

Trend Detergent
e

2 bars

27c
giant pkg.

Bleaches - Deodorizes - Disinfects

17c
Quart Bottle
1/
9 Gallon Bottle 29c
49c
Gallon Bottle

13c
A1oftel4 05,640 mi00

1TARlitilinill4e1 1050

•ti.Chicken of the Sea red label fancy 7 oz. can 39c
bite size
6 1-2 oz. can

Tuna Fish

37c
i
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